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Laserworld BeamBar 10RGB

The Laserworld BeamBar 10RGB is white-light laser system with ten individual apertures.
Each can be controlled individually by standard DMX. Due to the analog modulation
capability it is possible to create millions of colors, including white. The indivi- dual control
of each beam allows for a variety of chaser, beam or fan effects. This makes the
Laserworld BeamBar 10RGB ideal for use on stages, at live performances, in clubs and
discotheques as well as in TV shows and show productions. In addition to the versatile
DMX control, the BeamBar can run in stand-alone or sound-to-light mode.

guaranteed total output power 10 red, green and blue diode modules
Easy laser alignment via the front plate
Brightness control - analog modulation
DMX programmable
Automatic, stand-alone, and master-slave modes

 

TECHNICAL DETAILS

Guaranteed Power 2'500 mW

Power Red 10x 120 mW / 650 nm

Power Green 10x 50 mW / 525 nm

Power Blue 10 x 80 mW / 450 nm

Beam Specifications ca. 3.0 mm / 0.6 mrad

Operation Modes DMX, stand-alone, Sound-to-Light, master-
slave

Laser Class 3B

Laser Source Diode

IP rating IP4X

Accessories Interlock connector, manual, key

Power Supply 100V - 250 V AC 50/60 Hz

Power Consumption 72 W

Dimensions 1000 x 160 x 105 mm

Weight 10.5 kg

EAN / MPN 7640144996291

*Due to Advanced Optical Correction technology used in our laser systems the optical power of each colour within installed laser module(s) may slightly differ from the specification of
respective laser module(s). Divergence FWHM average depending on model.


